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Fear factor: the need for skills heightens

IT skills, or more often the lack of them, is a topic that is almost as old as the industry itself. No sooner had someone invented the 
PC than there was then a shortage of people who knew how to fix them.

There have been several moments over the years when the focus on the skills gap ran hotter than other moments. We are 
in one of those blistering moments now, with Sage revealing that finding talented staff is the top concern across its channel base. 
Meanwhile, SAP has opted to launch its partner training initiative in an attempt to get more trained graduates out into the ecosystem.

Those two examples came within a matter of days of each other, 
and there has been other research and releases that mention ‘skills’ 
– and the need for them. Both Sage and SAP know that skills are vital 
if the digital transformation wheels are going to continue to turn. 

Interestingly, on the SAP initiative, the firm shared a response from 
its UK&I User Group that shows the organisation knows only too 
well the consequences of a partner ecosystem that lacks the skills 
and ability to service users.

This is an interesting time to be talking about skills and staffing, 
because it is being done against a backdrop of a world that is adapt-
ing to hybrid working after the pandemic. A lot of the response to 
changing working patterns is being driven by fear – a fear of getting 
it wrong and becoming a footnote in the ”great resignation” wave 
that is apparently sweeping across the US right now; and a fear of losing talent because the policies on the office were too strict or, 
conversely, too flexible.

The fear has added to the headaches around the challenge of bringing on board the next generation of talented workers. Just listen 
to the noises coming out of vendors and it is clear that the concerns around skills are real and mounting. n

Simon Quicke, editor
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Sage lifts lid on channel skills concerns
The software vendor shares research that reveals channel businesses are looking to bolster  
expertise to support their customers as well as their own operations. Simon Quicke reports

The skills equation in the channel is perceived as follow-
ing this simple pattern: the customer cannot handle the 
technology themselves, so they turn to a partner that has 

the expertise.
The channel is cast as the knight in shining armour, the provider 

of 24/7 support and the home of the answers that users need. 
But getting skilled staff on board and maintaining that position of 
expertise takes effort and, according to research from Sage, is one 
of the top concerns for partners.

When the vendor surveyed partners on both sides of the 
Atlantic, it found that cloud computing expertise and cyber secu-
rity skills were most demanded from new talent in the UK, with a 
sizeable portion also looking for evidence of coding skills.

There were clear signs that partners have been investing in 
skills, with many upskilling the workforce with a focus on techni-
cal and e-commerce areas.

Looking ahead, the expectation across the channel is that 
the pressure to invest in skills will not ease off. Areas that will 
continue to see activity include cyber security service provi-
sion, software-as-a-service (SaaS) application management 

and public cloud consumption, as the channel makes sure it can 
meet customer needs.

When predicting areas of investment for their customers over 
the coming months, almost half (49%) believed customers would 
look to grow their datacentre management revenue, while 40% 
said there would be a sharp focus on generating revenues from 
data analytics and artificial intelligence (AI) software enablement.

EfficiEncy, intElligEncE and automation
Almost one-third (30%) of the 1,000 resellers questioned also 
felt that users would be looking for help with efficiency, intelli-
gence and automation of their business processes or operations. 

Sage also found that skilled staff were not only sought to help the 
channel support customers, but there was also pressure to find 
talented staff who could help partners run their own businesses.

“Customers are looking to their channel partners to help make 
digitisation a reality as they embrace new revenue streams and 
invest with an eye on the future,” said Aziz Benmalek, president 
of Sage North America and executive vice-president of its global 
partner organisation.

ANALYSIS
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“They are being asked to provide expertise in the most com-
plex technological areas – from protection against the latest cyber 
threats to the enablement of AI and ML [machine learning]. This 
requires the channel workforce to shift. At Sage, we are prioritis-
ing providing our channel partners with the tools and technology 
tools needed to thrive,” he added.

As well as using its recent partner conference as a forum to 
share the research, Sage announced a number of high-profile 
financial partnerships to underline the strength of its ecosystem.

The firm revealed it had formed partnerships with Lloyds Bank, 
Satago and Automatic Data Processing, which Benmalek said 
would benefit partners.

“The partnerships we have announced...offer our resellers the 
opportunity to put enterprise-grade solutions into the hands of 

SMB customers,” he said. “What the past two years have taught 
us is that there is no turning back on digitisation.” n
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Broadcom makes positive channel noises
Partners wondering about the attitude of the prospective new owner of VMware to the  
indirect model will have been reassured by views shared with analysts, writes Simon Quicke

Broadcom has been making the right sounds about the chan-
nel following its takeover bid for VMware as the firm looks 
to allay any fears partners might have about the future.

The $61bn deal to acquire VMware was announced on 26 May 
and in comments made to analysts, senior executives at the chip-
maker shared their views on partners.

Thomas Krause, president of Broadcom’s Software Group, 
said the business had a track record with the channel and had 
learned a lot through previous acquisitions of vendors that had 
established partner bases. “I think there are some things we have 
learned relative to the CA and Symantec acquisitions in terms of 
the value of the channel,” Krause told analysts in a call reviewing 
the firm’s move for VMware and its latest Q2 financial results.

“We want to continue to support that channel. That’s going to 
allow us to support a lot more revenues in a cost-effective way. So 
we see a real opportunity to leverage that.”

With VMware added to the software business, that part of 
Broadcom will now account for about half the firm’s revenues and 
will bolster its activities in that space. “The fact that we will go 
from $5bn-plus of software revenue to much closer to $20bn is 

a big deal,” said Krause. “The fact that we can leverage the com-
bined go-to-market engine at that scale gives us huge economies.”

Krause said there were existing channel relationships with a 
large number of customers, adding: “These are large multination-
als across all the key verticals, primarily focused in North America 
and Europe, but also in parts of Asia with a very significant chan-
nel partner arrangements. One thing we’ve learned is there’s an 
opportunity to embrace the channel, the two-tier distribution 
model, distribution partners and key value-added resellers. There 
is also a big GSI opportunity. We worked significantly with GSIs 
on our side, so does VMware. And so when I look at that in its 
totality, given our scale, we can definitely take advantage of the 
new-found scale between the two companies.”

He added: “Together, Broadcom and VMware cover all major 
industry verticals and sell to all enterprises globally. With this 
transaction, we are focused on serving all customers via a com-
bination of our collective direct sales organisations, as well as 
through our important channel partners.”

The plan is for Broadcom Software Group to rebrand as VMware 
and, if all goes well, the deal should close in its fiscal 2023. n

ANALYSIS
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Following the announcement of Broadcom’s plan to buy 
VMware, people have been wondering what it might 
mean for the channel. If you listen to Thomas Krause, 

president of Broadcom’s Software Group, the answer seems to 
be only good things.

“I think there are some things that we have learned relative 
to the CA and Symantec acquisition in terms of the value of 
the channel. We want to continue to support the channel,” he 
told analysts in a call. “That’s going to allow us to support a lot 
more revenues in a cost-effective way. So we see a real oppor-
tunity to leverage that.

“One thing we’ve learned is there’s an opportunity to embrace 
the channel, the two-tier distribution model, distribution part-
ners and key value-added resellers…with this transaction, we 
are focused on serving all customers via a combination of our 
collective direct sales organisations, as well as through our 
important channel partners.”

Still, a closer look at those comments might concern some 
existing VMware partners. It’s not quite as unequivocal an 
endorsement of channel partners as it might first appear. Notice 
the use of “key value-added resellers” and the way the sentence 
emphasises “our collective direct sales organisations as well as 
our important channel partners”. 

Then there is the debate over which strategy Broadcom pur-
sues once it buys VMware. Forrester senior analyst Tracy Woo 
told sister title Computer Weekly that VMware customers 

OPINION

Things sound 
good now, but  
will they stay  
that way?
Broadcom is making the right noises 
to the channel after its acquisition of 
VMware, but Billy MacInnes has heard 
these sorts of positive soundings before
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should be concerned if the company uses the same playbook as 
it did after buying CA and Symantec, where “CA and Symantec 
customers saw massive price hikes, worsening support and 
stalled development”, she said.

Not just customers, I would add, because those kinds of tac-
tics probably reflect just as badly on the channel partners tied 
to the vendor. In any case, VMware partners didn’t seem too 
impressed in the immediate aftermath of the announcement. A 
snap global survey of VMware partners by Canalys found that 
46% had concerns about the acquisition’s impact and only 16% 
thought it was a great move.

As Canalys pointed out, this may be due to Broadcom’s strat-
egy after the CA and Symantec takeovers of focusing “on build-
ing direct sales relationships with around 600 large enterprise 
customers across the globe, with the channel business covering 
mid-market and SMB largely ignored”.

It noted that certain product lines were cut with little prior 
warning to Symantec’s channel and customers, and agreed 
product roadmaps between Symantec and key accounts were 
scrapped as part of cost-cutting measures.

Canalys believes Broadcom’s plans for VMware will be under-
pinned by an expanded direct sales focus, pushing the direct 
model “into a further 1,500 enterprise accounts, a large propor-
tion of which are currently served by VMware’s largest resellers 
and GSIs [global system integrators] – this will be a source of real 
worry for many leading VMware partners”.

It’s hard to see how it couldn’t be. There is a danger, however, 
that this plan may undermine the acquisition because VMware 

does not have the direct salesforce to sell and deliver its com-
plex technologies. Neither does Broadcom. The emphasis on 
expanding direct sales could be difficult to achieve.

Similarly, Broadcom has committed to maintaining the two-
tier distribution model for VMware beyond the 1,500 direct 
enterprise accounts, “but it lacks experience of operating a 
broad channel business”. As Canalys points out, the best way 
for Broadcom to reduce sales costs and gain greater efficiency 
would be to increase its investment in VMware’s indirect chan-
nels. That does not appear to be what Broadcom has planned.

“The biggest risk for VMware’s partners is that Broadcom pur-
sues aggressive cuts to partner investments, resources, incen-
tives and support, through a lack of belief in the strategic value of 
VMware’s channel model,” said Canalys. “Channel partners will 
fear any disruption to this, while competitors, including Nutanix 
and Microsoft, will seek to capitalise on these concerns.”

It will be interesting to see how this pans out, but based on 
past behaviour, there probably isn’t a lot of cause for optimism 
from the VMware channel. n

vmwAre does not hAve the 
direct sAlesforce to sell And 

deliver its complex technologies. 
neither does broAdcom
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Media portrayals of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine 
learning (ML) are often glamourised and dramatised, 
depicting futuristic technological advances straight out 

of a sci-fi novel – often with the foreboding suggestion that these 
innovations will rise up and take over. 

The truth is, the practical implications of AI extend far beyond 
the restricted – yet sensational – spheres of robotics and self-
automated machines that the media generally focuses on. 
Unfortunately, the most influential uses of AI are the least likely 
to grab the headlines.

Booking an Uber, searching for directions on Google Maps, 
and filtering out spam emails are simple tasks that we take for 
granted, perhaps without questioning the technology that facili-
tates them. Therefore, I am sure it would be a surprise to many 
that it is AI driving the performance of these platforms that are so 
deeply integrated into our lives. 

AI already underpins much of the infrastructure on which we 
have grown heavily reliant. And considering that recent studies 
show private investment in AI and AI-related startups increased 
by 103% between 2020 and 2021, such technology will only 
become more and more embedded into everyday life. 

We need to demystify the aura surrounding AI – it’s not magic, 
it’s just maths. If applied correctly, this maths can positively impact 
business operations, refining processes and helping organisations 
to work smarter and faster.

Businesses should aim to give all employees the platform to 
excel and make a tangible contribution to the company’s perfor-
mance. The provision of stimulating work holds the key to building 

EXPERT VIEW

The role of AI 
in improving 
performance
We need to demystify the aura surrounding 
artificial intelligence – it’s not magic, it’s just 
maths, says Jayson deVries, senior product 
manager and AI expert at M-Files
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an engaged and motivated workforce – in turn improving produc-
tivity and employee retention. 

Cultivating this environment becomes impossible if time is 
wasted on menial administrative tasks. Staff members are likely 
to become sick of data-entry responsibilities and look elsewhere 
for roles with more freedom. 

AI is pivotal in freeing up this time for workers, as technology 
can facilitate the mundane tasks that keep businesses organ-
ised, giving employees time to take on projects that truly inspire 
them. This will also streamline business operations, with fewer 
hours devoted to tasks that can be automated. Recent statistics 
reinforce this notion, with 54% of executives stating that AI has 
improved the productivity of their business.

In the past few years, we have seen the very successful applica-
tion of artificial intelligence in the realm of automation. It is able to 
improve workforce efficiency and give knowledge workers more 
time to spend on the tasks they are best at.

ShortEning thE SEarch for anSwErS
AI promises to improve search capabilities in the coming years, 
revolutionising the way we store and locate information. It will 
provide tailored suggestions based on keyword searches, consid-
ering a wider array of factors to produce more accurate results. 
This will extend to photos and videos, through the increased 
adoption of advanced image analysis. 

“Searching for content will change from just finding docu-
ments with a specific text string, to a ‘Google-like’ set of results 
and answers based on an understanding of what you are looking 

for,” says Antti Nivala, founder and CEO at M-Files. “Vendors will 
also be able to start providing better and more relevant content  
recommendations based on who you are and the task you are try-
ing to accomplish.”

For example, firms have begun leveraging knowledge graphs to 
improve the accessibility of information across their network. This 
involves mapping expertise across the organisation to connect 
overlapping areas. From a knowledge management perspective, 
this enables professionals to discover new, applicable content, 
and to identify subject matter experts within their organisation.

SmartEning rEmotE collaboration
The way we store information can also be enhanced by embrac-
ing AI. A metadata-driven document management platform 
can help businesses avoid unnecessary meetings and endless 
email chains. Information management technology such as this 
allows colleagues to collaborate in real time, editing the same file 
to avoid confusion and ensure everyone is on the same page. As 
a result, less time is wasted searching for the latest version of a 
document or chasing colleagues trying to locate missing files.

Overall, AI and ML have already infiltrated our lives to a greater 
extent than we may have realised. Although this technology is 
not yet an across-the-board solution, the adoption of AI can still 
greatly improve business performance, boosting efficiency by 
automating and advancing established processes. It is the busi-
nesses that perceive AI as an unfinished tool for the future that 
will be left in the past – this technology has already arrived and is 
undoubtedly here to stay. n

EXPERT VIEW
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On 4 October 2021, chief product officer at Microsoft, 
Panos Panay, announced via a blog post that Win-
dows 11 would be available from 5 October. In that 
post, he described the roll-out as an “exciting mile-

stone” and declared Microsoft as a “driving force for innovation”.
“Each one of our partners is critical to bringing Windows 11 

to life,” Panay wrote, adding that Microsoft was “pumped to be 
launching...and proud to offer Windows 11 on the widest array of 
choice in devices, form factors and silicon”.

Security played an important role in the highlight reel for 
Windows 11, with Panay saying the previous year had proven 
the necessity for security to be built in “from the hardware up”, 
including the chip and the cloud, and therefore the platform was 
designed with security in mind.

But by pointing to the enhanced security requirements of 
Windows 11, he also drew attention to one of the biggest poten-
tial drags for existing Windows 10 users on the adoption of the 
latest operating system (OS). Namely, that it would only be sup-
ported on processors with UEFI secure boot that are Trusted 
Platform Module (TPM) 2.0 supported and enabled. The OS can 
be installed on unsupported processors, but Microsoft does not 
guarantee the availability of updates.

The extent of the upgradability issue became apparent in data 
provided by Lansweeper based on an audit of 30 million Windows 
devices across 60,000 organisations, which found only 44.4% of 
workstations were eligible to receive the automatic upgrade. Six 
months later, in April 2022, Lansweeper found that only 1.44% of 
users in the audit had upgraded to Windows 11. The most popular 

The slow journey  
To windows 11

Microsoft has been emphasising the positives of Windows 11,  
but users appear to be taking their time in migrating to  

the latest operating system. Billy MacInnes reports

WINDOWS UPGRADES
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OS was Windows 10 at 80.34%, but Windows 11 adoption lagged 
behind Windows XP and Windows 7.

A month earlier, enterprise network performance special-
ist Riverbed issued The state of digital experience report, which 
found that more than a third of devices in use were not capable of 
running Windows 11 without an upgrade, and 12% of them would 
need to be replaced completely. TPM was the main factor forc-
ing an upgrade, but 20% of devices would also require a storage 
upgrade to meet the minimum requirement for the new OS.

“While the benefits to Windows 11 are clear,” the report 
stated, “the device requirements will make migration challeng-
ing for many enterprises, particularly during a time when supply 
chain challenges…may make replacing or upgrading deficient  
devices challenging.”

It’s an interesting side-effect of the supply issues that have 
affected the PC market for the past year or so, that businesses 
would be tempted to keep their devices running Windows 
10 for longer because of the challenges they face in sourcing 
replacement products or the components required to upgrade  
existing devices.

A moderAte stArt
Whatever the causes, Windows 11 isn’t exactly flying off the 
shelves. In April 2022, AdDuplex reported that the usage share 
of Windows 11 seemed to be stalling, growing by less than 0.4% 
in April and less than 0.2% in March. AdDuplex noted that 
while Windows 11 wasn’t growing, the most recent version of 
Windows 10, called 21H2, had added another 6.5%.

The impression that the latest Windows OS was taking a long 
time to become established was reinforced by Statcounter figures 
for the desktop Windows version global market share in April 
2022, which showed Windows 11 in third place on 8.89%, behind 
Windows 7 on 12.62% and Windows 10 on 73.24%.

Perhaps this isn’t that surprising – less than a week after the 
low-key launch of Windows 11, Gartner noted that the arrival of 
the OS was “expected to have a limited immediate impact for 
the business market as enterprise-class PCs will likely continue 
to be available with Windows 10 until 2023”. Gartner predicted 
that less than 10% of new enterprise PCs will be deployed with 
Windows 11 by early 2023.

Microsoft remains bullish about the performance of Windows 
11. In January, Panay claimed: “[There has been a] strong demand 
and preference for Windows 11, with people accepting the upgrade 
offer to Windows 11 at twice the rate we saw for Windows 10. 
Windows 11 also has the highest quality scores and product satis-
faction of any version of Windows we’ve ever shipped.”

This is the line the company seems to consistently be running 
with. When asked for details on Windows 11 in May, Microsoft 
pointed towards Panay’s blog post from four months earlier, add-
ing: “Beyond that, Microsoft has nothing more to share at this 
time.” It is curious as to why Microsoft does not appear willing to 
share more information about how Windows 11 is performing if it 
is so successful.

It’s worth noting, however, that in a company blog post written 
in April, Microsoft said it had rolled out Windows 11 to 190,000 
devices internally in just five weeks, claiming the upgrade was 
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“largely considered the smoothest we’ve ever had”. It admitted 
that “a percentage of our devices were not upgraded” because 
they did not meet the hardware requirements.

“The employees with these devices will continue to run 
Windows 10 in parallel and get a Windows 11 device at their next 
device refresh,” Microsoft added.

It’s not easy to work out what that percentage is exactly. 
According to Microsoft’s website, 
it has 181,000 employees world-
wide, so it has already success-
fully migrated Windows 11 to more 
devices than it has workers, but 
still has other machines running 
Windows 10. The company blog 
post concluded: “We count our 
upgrade to Windows 11 as a strong 
success story. We had no increase 
in support tickets, we had broad 
adoption across the company, and 
it was our fastest deployment in 
company history.”

releAsed too soon?
In terms of wider adoption, it might be worthwhile looking at 
historical trends for previous versions of Windows. For example, 
more than 240 million copies of Windows 7 were sold in its first 
year and 630 million in less than three years. Windows 10 was 
released in 2015 with a target of one billion devices by 2018, but 

never really reached that mark. By May 2017, it was running on 
500 million active devices and finally accounted for half of all 
PCs running Windows in April 2019.

It could be argued that Microsoft should have been able to pre-
pare customers for the launch of Windows 11, considering that 
the vendor didn’t launch the OS until more than six years after 
its predecessor – the longest gap ever between the release of 

Windows versions. Yet, it looks as 
though there is still a long way to go 
before it reaches its target number. 
So, can anything be done to improve 
adoption rates?

Rick Eveleigh, managing con-
sultant at Nasstar, says removing 
the TPM requirement could help, 
but that doesn’t seem very likely. 
“Taking so long to get to Microsoft 
saying it’s ready for ‘broad develop-
ment’ doesn’t give confidence that 
it was released when it was ready,” 
he adds, referring to Microsoft’s 
announcement in May – via the 
Windows Health Dashboard – that 

Windows 11 was designated for broad deployment to all users of 
Windows 10 with eligible hardware. Interestingly, this was com-
municated in a very low-key way.

Colin Dennis, head of operations at managed service provider 
OGL Group, believes Windows 11 seems to be a new look to an 
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existing product for many people. “[It’s] a Windows 10+, rather 
than a radical change,” he says. “Some businesses are holding 
back at the moment, as they perceive some limitations around 
it working with older systems. [It’s different in the retail or con-
sumer space] because it offers a more modern look and feel, so 
why would you not use it?”

Eveleigh points out that the fact that Windows 10 “still runs 
perfectly” means any tardiness in the adoption of Windows 11 
isn’t a huge problem for channel partners. 

“I’ve been using Windows 11 since it was in beta,” he says. 
“While there are no fundamental problems with it, there are 
also no compelling reasons to upgrade to it – and it’s very unu-
sual for me to make that statement. I’ve been an enthusias-
tic early adopter for many years and personally championed 

the early introduction of Windows 8 and Server 2012 to RM 
Education’s customers.”

Given the findings from Lansweeper’s audit, it’s perhaps 
not surprising that Lansweeper’s chief strategy officer, Roel 
Decneut, has no difficulty in stating: “It’s clear that adoption is 
slower than Microsoft would have liked, and that there is little to 
do about it right now.”

He singles out the hardware requirements, adding: “Even if 
organisations are convinced and want to upgrade devices to make 
the upgrade possible, global supply chain issues and chip short-
ages are not making that easy right now.”

It also doesn’t help when set against the macro-economic 
backdrop of inflationary pressure and rumoured recession which, 
Decneut says, “points towards natural caution and limited 
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spending”, adding: “We’re not likely to see a groundswell of com-
patible hardware anytime soon.”

In response to the question of what can be done to improve 
adoption rates, he believes the best solution would be more mar-
keting and advertising. “But also a more aggressive auto-update 
for compatible Windows 11 devices. However, the general feeling 
is that Microsoft is well aware that, as hardware is refreshed, the 
hardware requirement problem will 
be eliminated before Windows 10 
reaches end of life [EOL] in October 
2025,” he says.

If that doesn’t work, Microsoft 
always has the option of pushing 
back the EOL date if needed, which 
it has done with previous Windows 
versions. “It has a plan B in case users 
and organisations don’t update their 
devices within the next three-and-
a-half years,” Decneut adds.

securing tHe it estAte
In the meantime, with Windows 10 widely perceived to be more 
than up to the job by many organisations – and likely to be so for 
some time to come – the focus for businesses and their channel 
partners probably needs to be concentrated on keeping existing 
IT systems as secure as possible.

As Decneut puts it: “There is nothing more important for 
organisations than making sure their current IT estate is secure. 

This means no EOL software, no known exploits and minimising 
the area of risk. All of that starts by knowing what you have and 
focusing on plugging the biggest holes.”

To a certain extent, this draws on the strengths of channel part-
ners who have developed expertise on securing Windows 10 
systems and infrastructure over the past seven years. There’s a 
reassurance for customers from dealing with the devil you know, 

especially one that they and their 
channel partners have gotten to 
know so well over the years.

In any case, it’s not as if all of them 
have a choice when their existing 
systems can’t run Windows 11, and 
the present financial conditions and 
supply chains make it challenging 
for them to replace devices with 
newer machines.

For now, it might be some conso-
lation for all concerned that there 
isn’t a surge of people clamour-
ing to install the latest version of 

Windows. Whatever qualms they might have about the enhanced 
CPU, storage and TPM requirements, people don’t seem to have 
been prompted to move any faster to adopt Windows 11 as part of 
their ongoing Windows strategy.

However pumped Microsoft may have been to launch the 
Windows 11 operating system, customers have been a bit more 
circumspect about installing it so far. n
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❯Lansweeper audit finds Windows 7 and XP are still more popular than Windows 11.
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IT services companies, customers and technology providers 
are reinventing how they work together in a partner ecosys-
tem strategy. A growing number of engagements feature 
closer relationships, a focus on business outcomes and a 

willingness to create entirely new offerings. Such collaborations 
operate under several labels: co-innovation, generative partner-
ing, co-creation, service creation and strategic partnerships.

The terms carry different shades of meaning, but stem from 
the same forces. Technical complexity, time-to-market demands 
and IT skills shortages encourage alliances rather than DIY 
approaches. The impetus to rethink partnerships is particularly 
strong among enterprise customers that rely on technology to 
power their core business models. Such companies seek relation-
ships that offer innovation rather than off-the-shelf technology. 
Service providers, meanwhile, believe the newer collaborative 
approaches foster long-term customer relationships, zero in on 
customers’ specific needs and accelerate delivery schedules.

“The speed of technology change is getting faster and faster,” 
says Brendan Walsh, senior vice-president of partner relations at 
1901 Group, a managed service provider (MSP) in Virginia, US, 
and a wholly owned subsidiary of Leidos. The pace of develop-
ment favours partnering over building technology in-house or 
buying it through an acquisition, he says. “Partnering is going to 
become bigger versus creating everything on your own.”

Partnering in the IT sector has been around for years. But 
arrangements typically resulted in one-off product sales or dis-
crete projects. The emerging set of alliances fall into several cat-
egories, as detailed in this article.

ParTner ecosysTem 
collaboraTion sTraTegies

Co-innovation, generative partnering and co-creation  
describe alliances among customers, service  

providers and tech vendors, writes John  
Moore. But what do the terms mean  

and what are the benefits?
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co-innovAtion
This term describes relationships where customers and partners, 
such as consulting firms and other service providers, develop 
new offerings that address a particular business outcome.

“Today’s tech execs, CIOs and CTOs need to deliver business 
outcomes,” says Matt Guarini, vice-president and senior research 
director at Forrester’s CIO practice, in a co-innovation podcast. 
“How do they do that when you are limited by how much tech tal-
ent and how much capability and how much money you have to 
spend within your organisation? You can’t do everything yourself.”

Co-innovation extends the technical capabilities of resource-
constrained IT executives. A partner’s contribution, however, goes 
beyond technology to include the methods of invention – ways to 
innovate quickly and at scale, says Ted Schadler, vice-president 
and principal analyst at Forrester. “You are looking for partners to 

bring new ideas, sure, but you are also looking for partners to help 
you get it done in ways you want to get it done,” he adds.

Co-innovation can also occur between service providers and 
technology suppliers or involve service providers, technology 
vendors and customers. The task of building an industry cloud, 
for example, could bring together the customer, a consulting firm 
and a public cloud provider.

generAtive pArtnering
Market research firm Gartner describes this type of partnership 
as one in which a customer and a technology partner collabo-
rate to build something that doesn’t currently exist. Such efforts 
aim to achieve a particular business outcome.

Generative partnering is especially prevalent among digital 
businesses that lead with technology. Those companies view 

BUSINESS STRATEGY
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technology as a source of competitive advantage, but can’t gain 
that edge with traditional, market-defined offerings available to 
any business, says Mark McDonald, a vice-president at Gartner 
and the company’s lead analyst on generative relationships.

In this approach, the customer has an outcome in mind, but 
doesn’t specify the technology or combination of technologies 
needed to reach its goal. The enterprise and its partner work 
together to figure that out. 

Generative partnering stands out for its open-ended nature, in 
contrast to tightly scoped projects or deployments based on pre-
defined solutions. The method provides an “unbounded view of 
technology”, says McDonald.

Co-innovation shares the fluidity of generative partnering in 
that the parties typically don’t start with a preconceived notion of 
what the solution ought to be.

co-creAtion
This type of partnering has some of the characteristics of  
co-innovation in that the participants build something new 
together. Such arrangements often involve a service provider 
and a technology supplier, which work together to build an offer-
ing that meets customers’ needs.

Co-creation arrangements often focus on building an asset – an 
app, for example. The partners typically look to commercialise 
their co-created intellectual property beyond the initial customer 
or customers, so the asset becomes a saleable product.

A generative partnership, in comparison, would not start with an 
expectation of commercialising a jointly developed offering, says 
McDonald. The partners could tweak an offering for a broader 
market, but only after the initial customer’s business outcome has 
been achieved, he adds.

BUSINESS STRATEGY

“generAtive pArtnering stAnds out for its open-
ended nAture, in contrAst to tightly scoped projects 
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service creAtion 
Cisco devised this multistep process to co-create offerings with 
mid-sized to large channel partners. Service creation begins with 
developing the offer and building the service. Next, the parties craft 
a business plan and pilot the service with customers. Subsequent 
steps in the process address sales readiness and revenue fore-
casting, culminating in the launch of the new service. The process 
is modular, so providers can integrate it within their own service 
delivery frameworks, according to a Cisco spokesperson.

strAtegic pArtnersHip 
This approach brings together a services provider and a tech-
nology vendor or vendors that co-develop technology and also 
pursue a joint marketing strategy.

1901 Group’s Walsh says cooperatively built technologies could 
potentially just “sit in a lab” without a plan to address the buyer’s 
journey. “The strategic partnership is that one-two punch of inno-
vation and go to market, together,” he notes.

Companies entering such partnerships must focus on the 
operational details, particularly when it comes to defining who 
does what in a relationship. To that end, the RACI (responsible, 
accountable, consulted, informed) matrix provides a mechanism 
for assigning roles, says Walsh.

Benefits of pArtner ecosystem strAtegies
Those emerging partner ecosystem approaches lend themselves 
to the boldest business and tech initiatives. Co-innovation, for 
instance, “is appropriate for the most risky, uncertain ventures”, 

says Alexei Miller, co-founder and managing director of DataArt, 
a software development services company with headquarters 
in New York. He cites unproven, experimental technology and 
untested business models as areas suitable for co-innovation.

The risk of journeying into the unknown means the parties 
involved should be prepared to accept a total loss, says Miller. 
He suggests partners consider creating a separate company, with 
independent management, to control costs and manage the rules 
of a co-innovation effort.

In addition to tackling new ventures, the engagement mod-
els can also help cultivate repeatable offerings. A partnership 
between Chicago-based service providers Asperitas Consulting 
and Villa-Tech is a case in point. The companies created a virtu-
alised network test lab for two clients that needed a faster way 
to test on-premise networks. An enterprise’s networking team 
typically struggles to keep up with its cloud counterparts, accord-
ing to Derek Ashmore, application transformation principal at 
Asperitas. Cloud personnel can quickly make changes in code, 
but networking staff must deal with physical devices, he says.

The companies’ virtual lab, however, creates a digital twin of 
a customer’s network or a subset of its network for testing. The 
digital twin links to a customer’s cloud providers and services, so 
customers can evaluate a hybrid environment. An IT group can 
quickly spin up virtualised networking devices for testing versus 
maintaining an array of gear in a physical lab.

Asperitas and Villa-Tech now plan to take the virtual lab, which 
is delivered as a managed service, to a wider audience. “We’re 
coming up with a feature set and consumption model that makes 
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sense for customers,” says Ashmore. The companies will share the 
revenue and may also include colocation providers as additional 
partners. Colocation firms have expressed interest in hosting the 
virtual testing lab, says Ashmore. Their involvement would give 
customers the option of an externally hosted lab as well as having 
Asperitas and Villa-Tech manage an on-premise deployment.

The result of co-innovation or co-creation isn’t always an indi-
vidual product or service, however. Amol Ajgaonkar, distinguished 
engineer at solutions integrator Insight, says the company’s col-
laboration with independent software vendors (ISVs) and cloud 
providers results in “offerings” that include a mix of products, 
services and processes. Customers gain cost and speed bene-
fits when adopting an industry-specific offering that Insight has 
deployed on previous occasions. “Since we have done it before, 
we understand what the cost is and what the real timeline is,” 

says Ajgaonkar. “From a customer’s point of view, it gives them 
peace of mind.”

Artificial intelligence (AI) has emerged as one technology in 
which the newer partnering methods come into play, Ajgaonkar 
notes. Customers may have data to exploit, but don’t know how 
to build an AI model. Or they know how to build a model, but 
don’t know how to scale it from pilot to production. Insight teams 
up with an inference engine ISV to create or scale an AI model. 
Working together, the firms can offer an AI pipeline and process 
that makes those goals easier for customers to achieve, he says.

Results stem from partner discussions focused on strategic 
problem-solving rather than transactional sales. “You have a part 
of the solution; we have a part of the solution – so how can we 
make it better?” says Ajgaonkar. “Having those conversations up 
front has really driven a lot more innovation.” n

“you hAve A pArt of the solution; we hAve A pArt  
of the solution – so how cAn we mAke it better?  
hAving those conversAtions up front hAs reAlly  
driven A lot more innovAtion”
Amol AjgAonkAr, inSight
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morning, kit, tell us wHAt you do for A living.
In 2021, I became the CEO of Checkit, an intelligent operations 

platform that helps leaders make smarter, faster business deci-
sions by illuminating their “dark operations” and elevating 

their deskless workforce. Deskless employees make up 80% 
of the global workforce, yet have received just a fraction 
of the digital productivity tools bestowed on those of us 
who work at a desk. Instead, operational workers includ-
ing cleaners, kitchen staff, maintenance engineers and 
nurses are left with paper checklists, clunky spread-
sheets or DIY computer programs.

It’s been that way for decades. These outdated report-
ing methods are the root of dark operations, where staff 
feel neglected and managers are deprived of the insight 
they need to make measurable improvements. Now is 
the time for change. I’m passionate about the potential of 

the new breed of technology (internet of things sensors, 
digital assistants and analytics, for example) to transform 

deskless operations. 

wHy Are you tHe rigHt person for tHis joB?
My career started in the military. As a former captain in the 

Royal Gurkha Rifles, I have operated in high-pressure environ-
ments, building a team, dealing with extreme risk and encouraging 

rapid decision-making. All of that depends on absolute trust, visibility, 
communication and accountability.

These are all qualities I wanted to bring into the business sector when I 
left the Forces after my third tour of duty. They are also qualities that need to 

KiT KyTe
cHeckit
MicroScope puts its 
questions to Kit Kyte, 
CEO at Checkit
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be enhanced across deskless workforces. That’s why I seized 
the opportunity to join Checkit. I believe strongly in the mis-
sion that we are pursuing here – empowering leaders and their 
frontline workers.

I initially joined as Checkit’s chief commercial officer, where 
I oversaw the transformation of sales and marketing, driving 
significant growth in prospective revenue. Prior to this, I was 
vice-president of sales at Genpact, a business focused on 
delivering digital transformation, where I led European sales 
with an annual value of more than 
£100m. There is huge scope to 
help organisations work smarter.

wHAt gets you  
up in tHe morning? 
There are approximately 2.7 bil-
lion deskless workers globally who 
largely haven’t had access to the 
digital tools most of us take for 
granted. It’s an issue that needs to 
be addressed, not only because these essential teams deserve 
to be empowered, but because technology can unlock their 
potential to deliver incredible value back into their organisations 
through productive, efficient, safe and sustainable practices. 

The potential for change to frontline services was underlined 
by the pandemic. The NHS, for example, is an organisation 
Checkit is proud to serve. As a mark of support, we deployed 
our engineers to the first Nightingale hospital, installing a 

medical monitoring system to help protect temperature-
sensitive vaccines and other critical inventory.

is it possiBle to get tHrougH An industry conversAtion 
witHout mentioning ‘digitAl trAnsformAtion’?
Digital transformation has lost a lot of its meaning over the 
years. It has been regurgitated without thought, used as an 
umbrella term for all manner of initiatives, often incorrectly, 
and adopted as a slogan for promotional purposes.

In our conversations with organ-
isations across healthcare, retail, 
hospitality, life sciences and fran-
chises, we hear too often about 
“digital transformation” projects 
that get mired in the complexi-
ties of deployment, get left on 
the shelf due to difficulties with 
integration or take years to deliver 
any measurable value. Too many 
leaders have suffered from over-

promising and under-delivering.
It’s one thing we are laser-focused on at Checkit – upfront 

consultancy to understand pain points, rapid deployment and 
training, easy integration, fast time-to-value and continuous 
improvement. In one case, we trained more than 7,000 staff 
within four weeks and were delivering value inside two months. 
That’s the practicality people should be thinking about when 
they are talking digital transformation.

FIVE-MINUTE INTERVIEW
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wHAt does tHe next five yeArs Hold for tHe cHAnnel?
In the next five years, we want to continue our fast pace of 
growth and establish ourselves as a truly global enterprise. 
Most importantly, we want our technology to reach even 
more frontline workers to make their lives easier. We’re proof 
that growth needs partnership, and the channel has a great 
opportunity in the areas of dispelling dark operations and the 
ongoing, unfinished digital trans-
formation for frontline workers.

Too many business leaders 
are still not aware that they are 
trying to manage teams, assets 
and buildings using practices that 
actively keep them in the dark. So 
much time in retail, hospitality, 
manufacturing, and healthcare is 
being wasted by the manual cap-
ture of information and activity; 
processes that are better served 
by digitisation and automation. 
The result is frontline workers’ 
attention is drawn away from the 
things that matter, such as deliv-
ering memorable customer and patient experiences.

We want this knowledge to become widespread in the next 
five years and for management staff to understand what dark 
operations are, why they are a plague to businesses, and why 
the deskless workforce needs a level playfield of digitisation 

compared to their knowledge worker counterparts. Partners 
will be key to scaling the message and bringing the technol-
ogy into their customer organisations.

wHAt is tHe Best Book you’ve ever reAd?
The Checklist Manifesto by Atul Gawande explains how a 
focus on process helps everyone, from test pilots to criti-

cal care medics – no matter how 
many years someone may have 
done their job, everyone is at risk 
of making errors. 

Today, organisations need to 
codify their knowledge and sup-
port their staff with real-time exe-
cution. The Checklist Manifesto 
goes so far as to describe how to 
reduce risk. But business leaders 
want and need growth, and they 
need to inspire better ways of 
working, ways where better risk 
management is a byproduct of 
a continuous endeavour toward 
growth and goals. 

Risk reduction is achievable through a static checklist, 
growth is not. Businesses change on a daily basis. We need 
more adaptable, proactive solutions that prompt and guide 
good outcomes, encourage autonomy and drive better  
decision-making at all levels. n
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Steam, water and ice: Why data and H20  
are more similar than you thought
Curtis Anderson, software architect, Panasas
The high-performance computing (HPC) sector has trans-
formed over the past decade, with HPC workloads expanding 
to include not only scientific research and national laboratories, 
but also manufacturing simulations, artificial intelligence and 
machine learning, and big data analytics. Still, HPC data storage 
remains one of the lesser-known and misunderstood areas of 
IT, as the enormous need for speed and the size of the datasets 
involved require highly differentiated technical solutions.

For vendors and channel partners, one of the challenges posed 
by the complexity of HPC data storage is finding ways to explain 
the magnitude of HPC workloads and storage solutions so any-
one – including those with no experience in the field – can make 
sense of it. To explain to managers and executives responsible for 
an HPC installation how to ensure their equipment works at maxi-
mum efficiency, analogies and mental models are helpful tools.

One of the ways we can visualise HPC storage is with the con-
cept that data has “mass”. While you cannot weigh a gigabyte of 
data in the same way as a gold ring, this idea refers to how a more 
substantial amount of something is more challenging to move. In 
the same way that a cubic centimetre of gold is much easier to 
transport than a cubic metre of gold, it is much more straightfor-
ward to move a megabyte of data from storage to memory to the 
computer and back again than it is to move a petabyte.

The concept that data has mass is even more relevant than it 
may initially appear. For one cubic metre of gold to be lifted into 
the racks of a datacentre, a huge amount of energy and infrastruc-
ture (such as reinforced flooring) would be needed. Also, an HPC 
storage system requires substantial energy to store and retrieve 
petabytes of data, while the high-bandwidth network equipment 
that transfers those petabytes of data demands even more energy.

Let’s look at a related analogy: phase changes. This typically 
refers to when matter changes from a gas to a liquid, then to a 
solid. Steam, water and ice are all H2O phase changes that take 
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place at different temperatures. We can imagine that data under-
goes similar phase changes depending on its quantity.

We can compare a megabyte of data to water vapour, which 
simply needs a few empty pipes to move from A to B. One giga-
byte of data is comparable to water: as well as the empty pipes, 
electric pumps are required to transport it. Finally, a petabyte of 
data is akin to ice. However hard you try, it will not flow through 
pipes in the same way steam or water does. It must be crushed 
or cut into smaller sections and moved via a conveyor belt. Not 
only is this highly energy-intensive, but the physical infrastructure 
required is also very different from transporting water or steam. 
So the volume of data (or the temperature of the water) is key to 
determining the most efficient way to process it.

For HPC systems, which handle petabytes (if not exabytes) of 
data, a “conveyor belt” is needed. Network File System, Server 
Message Block, Common Internet File System and other network 
file solutions are ideal “pipes” to transport smaller datasets, but 

are inadequate for the vast volumes of data in an HPC environ-
ment. Parallel file systems were invented for this purpose.

The data gravity and phase change analogies are both extremely 
useful mental models to highlight why HPC storage solutions dif-
fer from other storage solutions. When it comes to the vast vol-
umes of data that HPC workloads process daily, they demand a 
physical infrastructure and an energy level that is not typically 
available for most companies. n
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